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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a novel method for the selection of synthesis unit is proposed. The monosyllables
are adopted as the basic synthesis units. A set of high-quality synthesis units is selected from a large
continuous speech database based on four procedures: pitch period detection and smoothing, speech
unit filtering, unit selection, and manual examination. Two cost functions are proposed for obtaining
the synthesis units, which minimize the inter- and intra-syllable distortion. The cost functions
estimate the parameters including the prosodic features, the LSP frequencies, and types of syllable
concatenation. Experimental results showed that a match rate of 48.9% was achieved. It indicates that
about half of the "best" synthesis units can be automatically obtained. Also, a replacement rate of
4.8% was obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION
In past years, many studies have focused on TTS systems for different languages [1]-[2]. Also,
TTS systems and synthesis technology for the Chinese language have been developed in the last two
decades [3]-[4]. A detailed overview of TTS systems for English and Chinese were introduced by
Klatt [1] and Shih and Sproat [5], respectively. Potential applications include aids for the handicapped,
teaching aids, speech-to-speech translation, and any applications for text reading, such as email reader,
news reader, and so on.
General speaking, a TTS system could be logically composed of three main parts: text/linguistic
analysis, prosodic information generation, and speech synthesis. Text analysis is first invoked to
analyze the input text. The prosodic information generation employs the linguistic features to generate
prosodic features including pitch contour, energy contour, and duration. Finally, speech synthesis is
performed to modify the prosodic parameters of the synthesis units and generate intelligible and
natural speech based on the above features. There are three modern approaches to speech synthesis:
articulatory synthesis, formant synthesis, and concatenative synthesis [5]. The concatenative synthesis
is the simplest and effective approach which uses real recorded speech as the synthesis units and
concatenates them back together during synthesis.
In concatenative speech synthesis, unit selection plays a prominent role of synthesizing
intelligible, natural, and high-quality speech. In past years, many kinds of synthesis units have been
proposed [1 ]. The phonemes have been adopted as the basic synthesis units. Such units take advantage
of small storage. However, it needs to improve the accuracy of intra-syllable coarticulation and the
spectral discontinuity between adjacent units. Consequently, longer synthesis units, such as diphone,
demi-syllable, syllable, triphone and polyphone, are appropriately incorporated to reduce the effect of
spectral distortion [2]. Recently, the approaches to unit selection from a large speech database or using
non-uniform units [6] have been appreciated and proved to obtain natural and high quality speech.

These approaches defined a cost function to select an appropriate sequence of synthesis segment.
This paper proposes a Chinese text-to-speech conversion system which focuses on the
generation of synthesis units and prosodic information. An important characteristic of Mandarin
Chinese is that it is a tonal language based on monosyllables. Each syllable can be phonetically
decomposed into an initial part followed by a final part. Five basic tones are the high-level tone (Tone
1), the mid-rising tone (Tone 2), the midfalling-rising tone (Tone 3), the high-falling tone (Tone 4),
and the neutral tone (Tone 5). From the viewpoint of Chinese phonology, the total number of
phonologically allowed syllables in Mandarin speech is only about 1300. Therefore, a syllable is a
linguistically appealing synthesis unit in a Chinese TTS system. However, due to the storage problem,
a set of 408 syllables with the high-level tone has generally been used [4]. Such an approach might
obtain less satisfactory results for the intelligibility test because substantial changes in the tonal
manifestations of a syllable depending on the context. In this paper, a set of 1313 tonal monosyllables
is adopted as the basic set of synthesis units, which was selected from a large continuous speech
database. A novel method for synthesis unit selection is proposed, in which four procedures are
proposed to select a set of high-quality synthesis units. They are pitch period detection and smoothing,
speech unit filtering, unit selection, and manual examination. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the
synthesis unit selection. Each block is described in detail in the following sections.
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Synthesis Unit Selection.
2. PITCH PERIOD DETECTION AND SMOOTHING
For each speech unit in the speech database, pitch-mark labeling is automatically estimated by
the autocorrelation method and a modified C/V segmentation algorithm [7]. Besides, quantitative
description of the pitch contours is expressed by orthonormal expansion using discrete Legendre
polynomials [4]. That is, a pitch contour can be represented by a four-dimensional vector
(a0 , a , a2 , a3 ) and it is referred to as pitch vector in this paper.
It is inevitable that a few errors of pitch periods remain in the pitch contours. Some of these
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errors are due to the fact that the second peak is greater than the first peak in a pitch period. This type
of errors can be effectively removed by the reconstruction of pitch periods from pitch vector. The
other errors are mostly caused by the disturbance at the beginning or end of voiced parts, which make
significant pitch jumps. For this type of errors, a simple and efficient way is used to eliminate the
discontinuity at both the beginning and end in a pitch contour.
Fig.2 illustrates an example of pitch contours before and after smoothing. It can be seen that the
original pitch contour has conspicuous errors at the end part. A smoothed pitch contour is obtained
after the reconstruction of pitch contour by discrete Legendre polynomials. As seen in this figure, this
method is able to eliminate the errors due to gross measurement and adequately smooth the contour.

Original Pitch Contour
Smoothed Pitch Contour
Estimated Pitch-Marks

Fig. 2. An example of pitch contour smoothing using discrete Legendre polynomials.

3. SPEECH UNIT FILTERING
For some reasons, such as an ill pronunciation, a few speech units are not qualified to be the
synthesis units. Therefore, it is necessary to filter them out before further processing. Four criteria are
adopted in this module and described below.
•

Syllable duration

Generally, units with short duration imply that they are not pronounced well or completely.
They will generate distinguishable distortion in duration modification. In our system, the speech units
with duration less than 170ms were discarded.
•

Total number of pitch-marks

Some syllables have few pitch-marks resulted from the unstable or short voiced parts. They are
not suitable for duration or pitch modification. A threshold of 8 pitch-marks is set in this module.
• Inter-syllable coarticulations
Inter-syllable coarticulations capture the transitions between syllables and are helpful for
generating natural speech. However, synthesis units with strong inter-syllable coarticulations are not
appreciated for the following two reasons.
(1) Additional articulations at the syllable boundaries are notably perceived when read
individually.
(2) They are not harmonically concatenated with other units having discrepant inter-syllable
coarticulations.
Three types of inter-syllable concatenation are defined, as shown in Table 1, by investigating the
inherent phonetic properties of phonemes. They are loose concatenation, tight concatenation, and

Table 1. Three types of inter-syllable concatenation.
The last phoneme of the
preceding syllable

j(.), ch( 4 ), sh( P), r( CI ),
tz(V), ts(t), s(L), a(Y),
o( Z ), e( t ), eh( -e- ),
ai( 95 ), ei( \ ), au( k. ),
ou( ), an( 9 ), en( L.7 ),
ang( t ), eng( L.), er()L ),
yi(—), wu( A ), yu( U )

The first phoneme of the
current syllable
Unvoiced initials:
b C7), I)(), f( C ), cl(), CO
-, g(«), k(5), h(r), ji( 1-1 ),
chi( < ), shi( T ), j( .. ),
ch( 4 ), sh( r ), tz( V ), ts( t ),
s(l..)
Voiced initials:
m(11), n(3 ), 1( 93 ), r( El )
Voiced finals:
a(Y), o(Z), e(t), ehee),
*95' ), ei(k), au( ), ou( ),
an( 5 ), en( L.7 ), ang( 2t, ),
eng( L..), er( IL ), yi( — ),
wu( A ), yu(U)

Types of inter-syllable
concatenation

Loose concatenation

Tight concatenation

Overlapped concatenation

overlapped concatenation. Loose concatenation indicates few effects of inter-syllable coarticulations.
So the syllables of this type are first chosen as the candidates of synthesis units. On the other hand,
tight and overlapped concatenations have medium and strong effects of inter-syllable coarticulation,
respectively. Consequently, they are not in the top-priority list.
• Ranges of pitch period and syllable intensity
Syllables with extremely large/small pitch periods are poor in pitch modification. In our system,
the desired average pitch periods of syllables are between 5ms and 1 lms for the male speaker. Also,
the desired syllable intensities are between half and twice of the average intensity for each syllable.

4. UNIT SELECTION
Two types of distortion measure are employed in the determination of synthesis units. One is the
intra-syllable distortion (intra-syllable cost) which represents the distances between speech units with
the same syllable. The other is the inter-syllable distortion (concatenation cost) which is the measure
of the spectral continuity between two adjacent syllables. They are described as follows.
• Intra-syllable Cost
Four kinds of features are used to estimate the syllable cost: the LSP frequencies, pitch vector,
mean intensity, and duration. The syllable cost is a weighted sum of the distances between the feature
vectors of the input units and their mean vectors (center). For an input unit s ; of syllable j, the syllable
cost function is represented as
(1)
SCi (s,).--co F •Dts,p (F„Fi )+co P -Dp (P„Pli )+co l -D1 (1„Ii )+co p •D„(D„D i )
where the notations are described as follows:
F,: LSP frequencies of si,
P,: Pitch vector of s i ;
Average intensity of si;
Di : Duration of s ; ;

and D : Mean vectors of their corresponding features of syllable] .
D
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where FN is the total frame number, M is the order of LSP frequencies, and cr Fi is the
standard deviation of F .
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where a l" is the standard deviation of P. .

D

i): Distance measure for intensity, which is defined as the sum of the initial part and the
final part:
(4)

D I =
where a' 1' is the standard deviation of I .
D

D i ,D j ): Distance measure for duration, which is defined as the sum of the initial part and the
final part:
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Dji
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where a n' is the standard deviation of Di.
co F , CO P , co l , and

CO D :

Weights of their corresponding features.

• Concatenation Cost
In our system, the LSP frequencies and concatenation types are used to calculate the spectral
distortion at syllable boundaries. For a syllable, the concatenation cost includes two spectral
distortions: left concatenation distortion and right concatenation distortion. Left concatenation
distortion is the distortion between the last frame of the preceding syllable and the first frame of the
current syllable while right concatenation distortion is the distortion between the last frame of the
current syllable and the first frame of the following syllable. For an input units ; belonging to syllable],
the concatenation cost function is represented as
CC i ;)=

1

N [D,(F„Fk )

z""' i
2(N –1) k_-1,k

co (s.)
,

Dr(Fi,Fk)
cor(s1)

(6)

where N is the total number of different syllables, Di (•) and D r (•) denote the Euclidean distance
measure for spectral distortions of the left and right concatenation, respectively. It is noted that D, (•)
and Dr (•) only calculate the distances of the LSP frequencies in desired frames. co l (si ) and cor(si)
are two coarticulation weights with respect to concatenation types between syllable s, and its left and
right speech units. As mentioned above, the fewer effects of inter-syllable coarticulation a speech unit

is, the more possibility it is qualified as a synthesis unit. Therefore, the coarticulation weight is
expressed as

{co , for loose concatenation;
Coarticulation weight = w, for tight concatenation;

(7)

w„ for overlapped concatenation;
where we > > co„.
Finally, a speech unit as; is selected as the synthesis unit for syllable j minimizing the following
total cost, which is a weighted sum of the syllable cost and the concatenation cost:

TC i (s 1 ) =

SC i (s 1 ) + (1 —

)- CC i (s 1 )

(8)

The above procedures are continued until all the synthesis units are selected.

5. MANUAL EXAMINATION
Although a computer can select a set of synthesis units automatically, it is possible that some
poor units are selected from speech units with few candidate samples. To obtain a set of synthesis
units with better speech quality, each selected synthesis unit was inspected subjectively by an
experienced person. Poor units were manually replaced by better ones.
•
•
•
•
•
•

For each synthesis unit, the inventory contains the following information:
The waveform and its length.
Average energies of the initial and the final parts.
Pitch marks, total number of pitch-marks, and average pitch period.
Beginning position of the final part.
Group number of the initial part.
Group number of the final part.

All the above information is stored for prosody modification.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our system, a continuous speech database established by the Telecommunication Laboratories,
Chunghwa Telecom Co., Taiwan, containing 655 reading utterances was used to construct the
synthesis unit inventory. The speech signals were digitized by a 16-bit A/D converter at a 20-kHz
sampling rate. The syllable segmentation and phonetic labels were manually done.
In this experiment, a set of 1313 synthesis units was first manually and carefully selected by an
experienced person which is called the manual unit set (MUS). The MUS was manually obtained with
the following four criteria kept in mind. (1) Only the units with good speech quality were taken into
account; (2) The units with too low/high pitch frequency were discarded; (3) The units with short/long
final duration were discarded; and (4) The units with small/large intensity were discarded. The priority
for each criteria is (1)>(2)>(3)>(4). Next, the effects of the four features using in the intra-syllable cost
are investigated. The term "match rate" is defined as the hit rate of synthesis unit belonging to MUS.
From the experimental results shown in Table 2, the match rates for using pitch vector, intensity,
duration, and LSP frequencies are 45.3%, 43.1%, 413%, and 40.6%, respectively. Pitch vector
obtained the highest match rate because it is with higher priority in manual selection. LSP frequencies
are used to select the units close to their mean LSP frequencies. However, this feature does not obtain
a better match rate compared to other features. One reason is that most of the syllables have few
speech units. The other reason is that the units with good speech quality might not have the LSP
frequencies very close to their mean. The match rate of combining the four features is shown in Table
3. According to the match rates of the four features, the weights of pitch vector, intensity, duration,
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Table 2. Results of match rate using different features in the syllable cost.
Feature Name

Pitch Vector

Intensity

Duration

LSP Frequencies

Match Rate

45.3%

43.1%

41.3%

40.6%

Table 3. Result of match rate combining the features in the syllable cost.
Feature Name

Pitch Vector

Intensity

Duration

LSP Frequencies

Weight

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.5

48.2%

Match Rate

Table 4. Match rates as a function of the weight

CO SC .

cosr

0

0.1

0.25

0.5

0.75

1.0

Match Rate

42.7%

48.9%

48.8%

48.4%

48.0%

48.2%

and LSP frequencies are co P = 1.0, co / = 0.8, w D = 0.6 and co F = 0.5 , respectively. The average
match rate is 48.2%. This only improves 2.9% compared to that of pitch vector. This result indicates
that the four features of most of the synthesis units in the MUS are close to the corresponding mean
features.
Finally, the effects of the intra-syllable cost and concatenation cost are investigated. In this
experiment, the syllable cost is estimated under co P =1.0, w' = 0.8, CO D = 0.6 and (O F = 0.5 while
the concatenation weights of the concatenation cost are co,, = 1.0, co, = 0.7, and co o = 0.5 ,
respectively. The match rates of combining the syllable cost and concatenation cost are displayed in
Table 4 as a function of the weight co s(' for syllable cost. The match rate for only using the
concatenation cost is 42.7%, which is a little lower than that using the intra-syllable cost (match
rate=48.2%). The best match rate is 48.9%. It indicates that about half of the synthesis units can be
automatically obtained exactly the same with those in the MUS. In the manual examination process,
we found that most of the synthesis units of the other half are also good enough to be synthesis units.
Only 4.8% of the automatically chosen synthesis units were manually replaced. However, most of
them were selected from a pool of poor units. These syllables are generally with tight/overlapped
concatenation in the speech database.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The approaches to the selection of synthesis units have been proposed using a large speech
database. A method for pitch contour smoothing using discrete Legendre polynomials was proposed.
Also, five procedures were proposed to select a set of high-quality synthesis units. They are pitch
period detection and smoothing, speech unit filtering, spectral feature extraction, unit selection, and
manual examination. Furthermore, four criteria were introduced to filter unfitting speech units out.
Syllable cost and concatenation cost were then proposed for obtaining the synthesis units. The cost
functions estimate the parameters including the prosodic features, the LSP frequencies, and types of
syllable concatenation. Experimental results showed that a match rate of 48.9%* was achieved. It
indicates that about half of the "best" synthesis units can be automatically obtained. Also, a
replacement rate of 4.8% was obtained.
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